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The Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) came to power in 2009 with a commanding majority, ending fifty years
of almost uninterrupted Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) rule. What explains the DPJs rapid rise to power?
Why has policy change under the DPJ been limited, despite high expectations and promises of bold reform?
Why has the party been paralyzed by internecine conflict? This volume examines the DPJ's ascendance and
its policies once in power. Chapters in the volume cover: DPJ candidate recruitment, the influence of media
coverage, nationalization of elections, electoral system constraints on policy change, the role of third parties,
municipal mergers, the role of women, transportation policy, fiscal decentralization, information technology,

response to the Fukushima nuclear disaster, security strategy, and foreign policy.

Japan under the DPJ The Politics of Transition and Governance Amazon.de Kushida Kenji E. Shorenstein
AsiaPacific Research Center Stanford University 2013 distributed by Brookings Institution Press. However
there were just as manyor morewho were anxious about the new DPJled Japanese governments capacity to

govern. Aquilino Koko Pimentel III accusing him.
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Japan Under the DPJ The Politics of Transition and Governance Kushida Kenji E. Kushida and Phillip Y.
Japan under the DPJ 24 September 2009. Japan Under The DPJ Page 3 and that its laws can be flouted by any

major power given sufficient intransigence and obduracy against Japanese jurisdiction. It is under Kans
guidance that major DPJ plans will be concentrated from economic policies to Japans international affairs to
administrative reforms though there is also a state minister in charge of administrative reforms who will be

directly responsible leaving Kan the ability to focus on strategic direction rather than implementation. Lipscy
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and Ethan Scheiner highlight five electoral factors that have acted as important constraints on policy change
under. In 2009 the Democratic Party of Japan DPJ brought an end to the long reign of the Liberal. When the
Democratic Party of Japan DPJ came to power in September 2009 Japanese citizens expected the. Japan under
the DPJ makes important contributions to the study of Japanese politics while drawing upon and advancing
scholarship on a wider range of issues of interest to political scientists. Several areas of agreement emerged

between the LDP the Democratic Party of Japan DPJ and Komeito.
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